
  

 
Teacher Guide 
Build a Vertical Jumping Machine 
Design Challenge: Make a machine that can jump vertically more 
than 3 feet. 
 

Lesson Overview 
Vocabulary words : ● Biomechanics  

● Elasticity & Tension 
● Potential Energy & Kinetic Energy 
● Conversion of Energy 

During the activity 
students: 

→ Plan their projects 
→ Build their projects using the materials provided 
→ Test their projects 
→ Redesign their projects if necessary 

Time: 45 - 60 minutes to complete the design challenge 
Resources: ● Running, Jumping, and Hitting: The Science of Sports - Video 

● Curiosity Machine Design Challenge page 

 

Key Science Concepts 
 

● Biomechanics   
○ Biomechanics is the study of structure and function of biological systems. 
○ Biomechanics can help us understand how muscles generate forces that help us 

move our bodies. 
○ If you break down the word: “bio” means life and “mechanics” is the field of physics 

dealing with forces causing motion.  
● Elasticity 

○ Elasticity is how stretchy an object is. Depends on the materials. The more an object 
can be stretched, the more elastic potential energy is stored. 

● Kinetic Energy  
○ Kinetic energy is the energy in motion. The amount of kinetic energy an object has 

depends on how fast it’s going and it’s mass. The faster an object is moving, the 
more kinetic energy it has. 

● Potential Energy  
○ Potential energy is energy stored in an object. It’s easy to think of potential energy as 

energy that is waiting to be used.  
○ Potential energy in an object is due to its position or its configuration whereas 

kinetic energy is the energy which a body possesses because of its motion. 
■ A simple example of potential energy is a ball waiting at the top of a hill to roll 

down. Once the ball starts rolling down the hill, it will have kinetic energy.  
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■ Another good example of potential energy is a stretched rubber band. When 
a rubber band is stretched, potential energy is stored into the rubber band. 
When a stretched rubber band is released, the elastic potential energy is 
converted to kinetic energy and allows the rubber band to move.  

○ Our muscles in our body can also have chemical potential energy. Our muscles in 
our body store energy from the food we eat so that they are ready to generate force 
when they are activated by neural signals. 

● Force  
○ A force is a push or pull on a object 
○ In our bodies, muscles apply pulling forces to the bone through elastic tendons that 

attach to the bone.  
 

Additional Vocabulary for high school students: 
 

● Impulse  
○ A force applied to a mass over time (impulse) causes a change in velocity of the 

mass.  
○ Impulse is force applied over time and can be represented by the area under the 

force-time curve (Newtons * seconds) 
● Conservation of momentum 

○ Momentum is how hard it is to stop something from moving. If something has a lot 
of momentum, it is hard to make it start moving or to stop moving. Momentum 
depends on how heavy and how fast things are moving. The faster and heavier 
things are, the more momentum they have. 

○ Momentum is not created or destroyed and is only changed by the action of forces. 
● Linear momentum  

○ Linear momentum is a quantity of motion represented by the mass of the object (kg) 
times the velocity (m/s) of the object in the direction of the velocity. 

○ Changes in vertical linear momentum occur when a net vertical force is applied to 
the body over time. 

○ Changes in horizontal linear momentum occur when a net horizontal force is 
applied to the body over time. 

 

Demonstrations 
 

Show this video: Running, Jumping, and Hitting: The Science of Sports  and lead a discussion about 
how the body works and what we can learn by analyzing movements. Here are some activities that 
will help your students understand the relationship between elasticity, potential energy and kinetic 
energy. 
 

● Jumping Demo 
○ Have students stand up tall with their legs straight and ask them to jump as high as they 

can without bending their knees. Now ask them to bend their knees and jump, which 
jump went higher? Make the connection between storing energy in a rubber band and 
storing energy in your muscles.  
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● Rubber Band Testing 
○ Collect rubber bands of different sizes. Ask the students which ones are bigger, longer 

or stronger than others. Shoot them off (make sure this is done in the exact same way 
for all the rubber bands). Ask the students why some went further than others.  

 

Optional Activity for high school students: 
 

Ask students to watch the demonstration videos of different types of jump with reaction forces 
generated at the interface between the feet and the ground represented as force-time curves or force 
vectors.  Use Kinvoea (free software to analyze video on a PC) to compare and contrast different 
jumping movements. Based on what you learned through this activity, develop questions to ask 
scientists in the lab during the site visit.  
 

Visiting a Lab 
 

If visiting a Biomechanics lab at at University near you, here are some ideas that you can incorporate: 
 

● Ask students to develop questions to ask scientists in the lab during the site visit. The more 
detailed the questions they develop the more a professor or graduate student will be able to 
explore.  

● Questions can be related to their own interests, for example: How many muscles are used to 
swing a baseball bat? Where does the power come from when a volleyball player spikes a ball? 

● They can also be about general science and engineering, for example: What got you interested 
in becoming a researcher?, What is one problem you will like to solve in this world?, How did 
you get through all the hard math and science classes in school?  

 

For those who are visiting University of Southern California: 
  

● Biomechanics Lab Station 1: Generate and visualize forces you can generate when jumping 
and landing on the force plates in the biomechanics research lab 

 
● Muscle Force Lab Station 2:  Manually test muscle force generation at different muscle 

lengths using manual muscle tests typically performed by physical therapists in clinical 
settings. 

 
● Muscle Fatigue Station 3: Demonstrate how muscular fatigue affects jump performance 

(reduction in flight time after repetitive jumps). 
 

● Design Challenge Station 4: Build a vertical jump machine by using net vertical impulse = 
change in vertical momentum relationship. 
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Design Challenge - Build a Vertical Jumping Machine 
 

This design challenge introduces the scientific concepts while making the connection to how the body 
is able to store energy for a jumping movement. Students will be able to redesign and improve their 
designs to maximize results.  
 

Materials: 
● Cups of different sizes 
● Rubber bands of different sizes and strengths 
● Scissors 
● Tape 
● Yardstick for testing height 

 

Steps 
1. Start by analyzing the materials. Are some rubber bands stronger than others?  
2. Make small holes that are opposite each other near the rim of the cup and secure a rubber 

band through them.  
3. Set up a testing station with a yardstick or a way to measure the height next to a testing cup. 
4. Push the cup down on the testing cup and let go. The cup should shoot up vertically. 
5. Add additional rubber bands or change the configuration and test again. See how high you can 

get! 

Tips 

● Make sure you have a solid base for testing, tape down a cup to a table. 

● When you are building, make sure to note the configuration of your rubber bands. Try to make 
a few different configurations and see which ones work better. 

● Push down the cup all the way to the base of the testing cup. Try to push down the cup the 
same way every time you test to have the most impartial results possible.  

 

Questions for Students - Reflection 

Informational Text: 

● Why do scientists study biomechanics?  

● Look at how your body moves, what movements can it do? Rotation? Bending?  

● How can studying the movements of the body improve athletes performances? Of office 
workers? in daily life? 

● How important is a solid base when jumping? 

Short Essay: 
● What might be some other applications of biomechanics? 
● How are different forces involved in making your body move in different ways?  
● Why do you think it is important to better understand how our body moves?  
● What are problems that could be solved by studying biomechanics? 
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